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Congratulations
As a founding member of
the Global Equity Organization
and a co-sponsor of the 2012
GEO Awards, Morgan Stanley
Smith Barney congratulates
the winners and nominees
for their outstanding dedication
to promoting and achieving
excellence in the stock
plan industry.

Morgan Stanley Smith Barney is a global leader in stock
plan services. With offices around the globe, and call centers
in the U.S., Europe and Asia-Pacific, Global Stock Plan
Services’ Customer Service Representatives are available to
assist your participants in real time in their own languages.
We offer a range of robust executive and broad-based equity
compensation trading and plan administration services.
We provide your employees with convenient access to their
accounts regardless of whether they’re based at home or
abroad, through our multilingual Benefit Access Web site.
Whether you’re a U.S.-based company with locations overseas,
a European or Asia-Pacific company doing business in the U.S.,
or a combination, we can help you find solutions to meet
your needs.
Learn more about how we can help you. Visit us at
http://stockplans.morganstanley.com.

© 2012 Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. Member SIPC. All rights reserved. In the UK, Morgan Stanley Smith Barney is a trading name used by
Morgan Stanley Private Wealth Management Limited (“MSPWM”) for its Global Stock Plan Services Division. MSPWM is authorized and regulated
by the Financial Services Authority. Registered number 497620. Registered address: 20 Bank Street, London E14 4AD.
CRC463557 7074437 02/12
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Dear GEO Members and Honored Guests,
Welcome to Washington, D.C. and the 2012 GEO Awards. To be here
in the beautiful Cherry Blossom Ballroom of the Gaylord National
Hotel during the 100th year anniversary celebration of the cherry
blossom trees, Japan’s 1912 friendship gift to the United States, seems

apropos to the GEO Award’s celebration. For the past eleven years GEO members have come together for
the GEO Awards not only to honor the best and the brightest for excellence in employee share plans but
to also celebrate lasting friendship between colleagues throughout the world. It is through this celebration
that GEO members provide acknowledgement of outstanding achievement and serve to inspire corporate
success by way of employee ownership around the globe.
Each year the GEO Awards recognize companies for excellence in six categories including communication,
use of technology, innovative and creative plan design, plan effectiveness, use of share plans in a corporate
action and financial education. In addition to these six award categories, GEO Award Judges may
also select a company, organization, or individual that has made an exceptional contribution towards
promoting global employee share ownership to receive the prestigious Judges’ Award. This year’s
distinguished panels of five judges represent a cumulative 130 years experience in business and employee
share plans and bring different experiences from within our industry to ensure that each award submission
is evaluated with consideration of all appropriate elements. We sincerely thank them for their time.
The 2012 GEO Award winners were selected from more than 30 applicants and represent companies
headquartered in five different countries and employing as few as 3,000 employees to more than 90,000
employees. These winners truly show regardless of size or budget, every company can excel in the design
and administration of their employee share plans. While not every applicant has been selected to receive
an award, we are pleased to recognize the tremendous achievement represented by all of this year’s
submissions.
We look forward to welcoming you to next year’s gala in Munich, Germany, to once again celebrate
excellence in our industry with your colleagues, peers and new friends. All companies are encouraged to
submit an application for consideration next year. We warmly congratulate this year’s winners and thank
all of you who make major contributions to the lives of employees around the world.
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The

The GEO Award Judges include leading equity
compensation professionals. GEO Award Judges
meet in the early part of each year to review
all submitted GEO Award applications and
make their determinations for each category
and division. Judges consider each application
separately, individually rank each application and
then review the entire applicant pool. Judges only
take into consideration the information submitted
on the GEO Award Application Form (as well
as supporting documentation, materials with
the application, and any electronic collateral).
Judges are not aware of the service providers who
have helped to assist, develop, and/or implement
these plans. It is our policy that Judges remain
anonymous prior to the awards presentations to
ensure fairness and impartiality for all applicants
during the judging process.

Each year, we select our Judges based on
demonstrated performance in the field. In
addition, we choose Judges that have little
direct contact with the likely award candidate
companies – this helps to minimize any conflict
of interest between a Judge's prior work or
involvement with applicant companies. If a Judge
has had substantial prior involvement with a
company submitting an application, that Judge
will not be allowed to assess the quality of that
application and the remaining Judges will make
the determination on that applicant.
The GEO Award Judges are asked to assess the
quality of all submitted applications for the
various categories and divisions and, in addition,
are asked to consider an individual, organization,
or company for the Judges' Award.

The 2012 GEO Award Judges
Maurice Fenton
Vice President for HR Policy, Process and Systems, Shell International
Maurice Fenton is the Vice President for HR Policy, Process and Systems at Shell Upstream, and prior
to this role was the Vice President for Global Compensation at Shell Group. Before joining Shell
in February 2004, Maurice was Head of Performance and Reward at ING Group, a global financial
services company based in Amsterdam. There he managed all aspects of group reward and international
mobility. Maurice has a background in finance and international taxation and trained with Coopers &
Lybrand (now PWC) in London. He holds a double honours BSc and is a member of the UK Institute
of Taxation. Maurice, an Irish national, is married with four boys ranging in age from 6 to 16. As you
might guess, most of his free time is spent with his family. The other brief moments are spent enjoying
music (listening and playing piano), skiing, reading, enjoying wine and watching rugby – ideally
simultaneously!
Continued on next page...

The 2012 Judges continued…

Maliya Price
Maliya Price has worked in reward for 25+ years, primarily in financial services having worked for Citi,
Henderson Global Investors, ABN AMRO, Old Mutual, Standard Bank and most recently, VTB Bank
where she is Interim Reward Director. Maliya has played a key role in designing and implementing
share plans for a variety of businesses, ranging from the development of a strategic Long Term
Incentive Plan for Old Mutual, a FTSE100 company, executive and all-employee plans for Henderson
(FTSE250), and most recently developing and implementing an FSA compliant share plan for VTB
Capital, a subsidiary of Russia’s second largest state bank. Her extensive share plan experience covers
mergers, de-mergers, capital reconstructions, and acquisitions and includes both HMRC approved and
unapproved plans as well as global and multi-national schemes.

Bettina Gohm
Vice President Executive Compensation & Benefits, Siemens AG, DE
Bettina Gohm has been with Siemens AG since 1980 and holds an MBA. Following Siemens inhouse training, and various international business assignments in finance, IT and Audit staff and
management positions, she was appointed in 2005 to head the organization that is responsible for
Compensation & Benefits for Executive and Senior Management of Siemens AG.
In this position she is responsible for the globally applicable Short Term Incentive (STI) for
approximately 4500 Senior Manager, all LTI / equity programs for Executive and Senior Management,
Market Surveys and Position Evaluations. A big part of her responsibilities encompass all aspects of the
global share matching plan that was introduced in 2009 and has been rolled out to 54 countries with
130.000 employees already participating in the plan.

Ward Kraemer
Ward R. Kraemer is Senior Vice President of Total Rewards for Ahold USA, Inc. Mr. Kraemer is
responsible for the management and oversight of Ahold USA’s compensation, pensions, health and
welfare plans and human resource information systems. Mr. Kraemer has 30 years of experience in the
areas of risk management, treasury operations, insurance, pension fund management, compensation
and benefits. Mr. Kraemer received a B.A. from Fordham University, an M.B.A. from George Mason,
is a Certified Employee Benefit Specialist and is a Certified Compensation Professional.

Frederic Barge
Frederic Barge was previously responsible for all compensation and benefits issues of ING Insurance
and Investment Management globally and a member of the Global ING Insurance and Investment
Management business team which is active in over 40 countries and employs more than 36,000
employees. The C&B function is managing the global compensation plans, funding mechanism
and needed reporting to external regulatory authorities. The function is responsible for the top 250
employees of the business for their reward packages and the performance management process. This
process is managed centrally for the top 250 and supported for the wider regional implementations.
The C&B function is also responsible for the implementation of the CRD-III and DNB remuneration
guidelines globally as well as for the HR aspects of Solvency II.
Mr. Barge speaks Dutch, English, German and French, and is a member of the board of Stichting ter
Financiering Barge Anthropologica (associated with the University Clinic of Leiden LUMC) and a
member of Committee “Sportiviteit & Respect” of hockey club HGC.

PATHS: WE DON’T
FOLLOW THEM.
WE CREATE THEM.

To learn more about our innovative approach to equity
compensation administration, contact solutions@solium.com.
solium.com

Judges' Award

The

In addition to the standard award categories, the GEO Award Judges may award a company,
organization, or individual that has made an exceptional contribution towards promoting global
employee share ownership. Judges may select the company or organization from the annual applicant
pool; however, the Judges have the discretion to select any company, organization, or individual they
believe warrants this award. Nominations are not solicited for the Judges’ Award. This award is to
a company, organization, or individual that needs no application – a winner that is recognized as
a leader in the field. If the award winner is a company or organization, the Judges will evaluate the
overall impact of the equity plan, or promotion of equity plans, has had on its employees, shareholders,
community, and business environment. Individual awards are based on the individual contribution of
that person to the equity compensation profession over their lifetime.

The recipient of the 2012 GEO Judges' Award is

Brad Anderson, Best Buy Inc.
Best Buy’s Brad Anderson Legacy Stock Award Program (BALSA) was created in 2009 to reward and
retain employees who have made extraordinary contributions to the business while exemplifying the
Best Buy values. This program is designed to reward employees around the world based on an evolving
set of criteria, including innovation, values, and fulfillment of the Best Buy brand promise. Best Buy’s
former CEO, Brad Anderson, requested that a portion of his own personal shares be redirected to
supplement the pool of shares available so as to extend the benefits of the program to employees not
otherwise eligible for equity awards. Best Buy recognizes that every employee can make an impact.
By recognizing and rewarding "regular employees," the company motivates them to excel, while also
creating an ownership culture among Best Buy employees.
The Judges were very impressed by Mr. Anderson’s contribution of personal shares to allow the current
employee population to participate in the company.

T h e 2 0 1 2 J u d g e s ' Aw a r d

Brad Anderson
Best Buy Inc.
Best Buy Inc. wishes to acknowledge the following company for professional contributions made to
their award winning equity compensation plans: Fidelity Stock Plan Services

Effect
iveness

Best Plan

Share plans are key elements in helping a company achieve its corporate mission and goals. This
award category highlights companies that have spent time and energy developing an employee equity
compensation plan that works well towards meeting key corporate objectives. The criteria for this
category are based on the assessment of employee participation and other ways of involving employees
in the successful operation of the company. An essential component of assessing effectiveness is a
clear statement of the goals of the plan in addition to demonstrated measurement techniques to assess
progress in achieving those goals.

The first recipient of the 2012 Best Plan Effectiveness Award is

Skanska

(with more than 30,000 employees)

Skanska initially designed the current Skanska Employee Ownership Program (SEOP) to effectively
achieve their core objectives of aligning management’s interests with the employees, aligning
shareholders’ interests with the employees and using a share plan as an effective and relevant retention
tool. Strong participation rates of around 20% over a four year period across various locations,
countries and organizational levels, clearly illustrates that the plan is attractive as a global incentive,
which is a key design element. The plan design appreciates that it is difficult to have one standard and
one rigid performance criteria for the various business units that make up Skanska’s global franchise.
To this end, the plan challenges and rewards businesses and units using criteria that is applicable to
them. The performance criteria are clearly communicated, measurable, challenging but attainable,
which aims to arrive at a win/win situation for shareholders, the company and the employee.
The Judges felt the plan was nicely designed to fit the organization's culture, as Skanska is not a high
tech firm and their tiered approach represented the dynamics of their workforce. They agreed the
plan’s overall effectiveness was demonstrated in Skanska’s clear focus on promotion, communications,
financial education, culture, languages and participant experience and we are pleased to recognize
Skanska.

The second recipient of the 2012 Best Plan Effectiveness Award is

Gamesa

(with less than 30,000 employees)

Gamesa’s international plan design and strong participation rates in their Share Purchase Plan clearly
demonstrated that requiring individuals to make a monetary contribution to purchase and hold shares,
while rewarding exceptional performance and achievements, were effective in aligning shareholders and
company interests with those of their global employee base. The Gamesa Human Capital Team state
that the plan, and the holding and matching elements of the plan in particular, actively functioned as
an effective retention and motivational tool. Their multicultural/multinational plan was unique and
aligned compensation opportunities in 17 countries across 4 continents, adapted to each of the local
legal requirements, used 8 languages for internal briefings and explanatory documents, and realized a
participation rate of 39.7%.
The Gamesa implementation team demonstrated a broad capacity of team-work and successfully focused
on their objectives. The Judges were pleased to award Gamesa for the effective achievements of their Share
Purchase Plan.

B ES T P L A N E F F E C T I V E N ESS
With more than 30,000 employees

Skanska wishes to acknowledge the following companies for professional contributions made to
their award winning equity compensation plans: Royal Bank of Canada (RBC), Morgan Stanley
Smith Barney, Mannheimer Swartling, KPMG, Hallvarsson & Halvarsson

With less than 30,000 employees

Gamesa wishes to acknowledge the following companies for professional contributions made to
their award winning equity compensation plans: Morgan Stanley Smith Barney, Garrigues

Technology

Best Use of

Even the best designed and communicated global stock plans can be prohibitively expensive and time
consuming if not properly managed and operated. The use of paper/print confirmation, enrollment,
account management forms, and communication materials inherently slow the implementation
and management of these plans. Corporate stock plan administration departments have thus
found websites, intranets, and other electronic tools invaluable and cost effective in managing,
communicating, and administering international equity compensation plans. The GEO Award
for Best Use of Technology is granted to companies that develop innovative, appropriate, and
comprehensive technological solutions to share plan administration, communication, and internal
project management. This year, the Judges elected to recognize two winners in this category, each
reflecting a specific purpose and program outcome.

The first recipient of the 2012 Best Use of Technology Award is

Google, Inc.
For Mobility Solution

Google’s gMobility plan was geared to mobile employees and created an automated tool that captured
transfer data and applied that data so that both the withholding and apportionment were completed
through an automated process. The process allows for an automated solution from the front facing
tool for the employees, the automatic calculation of the withholding and apportionment prior to
settlement, and then the final load to payroll for remittance without manual intervention and also
created an exception process for any complicated cases. The four main reasons why gMobility was
implemented were: Employee Experience - gMobility offered a more positive experience for employees
by ensuring that all apportionment calculations were done before settlement; Scalability and Efficiency
- Google’s mobile population has been steadily increasing and a more reliable process was needed;
Compliance - gMobility allowed Google to remain compliant with various withholding rules per
locality and streamlined the process without manual intervention; and Risk Mitigation - gMobility
greatly reduced the risk of noncompliance with local tax laws for Google’s mobile workforce.
Google successfully addressed the challenge of dealing with a mobile workforce with a simple and
effective solution. The Judges were impressed by the early warning feature and commented that
gMobility was an "elegant solution" and won on "pure technical qualifications."

The second recipient of the 2012 Best Use of Technology Award is

Vodafone Group Services Ltd
For Employee Facing and Back Office Solutions

Vodafone’s brand promise is to put the customer first. Customers are at the heart of everything they
do. This promise guides every decision Vodafone makes across every product, service, process and
procedure. As a reward team they believe this philosophy applies to their customers – their employees.
Vodafone’s Reward Talk delivers across all four pillars of their corporate brand 1) Dependable 2)
Purposeful 3) Human 4) Inspiring. The technology supporting their Reward Talk plan incorporated
a range of multimedia elements such as guides to using the administrator sites, financial education
animations, interactive tools, calculators and share price feeds as well as captured comments and input
from employees. It tracked user activity and allowed management to observe what messages were
most effective in spurring employee action.
The Judges were very impressed by Vodafone’s multi-media web platform and ability to track user
activity and offers congratulations to this deserving piece of technology.

Commendation: Coty Inc.
The Judges would like to extend a commendation to Coty Inc. for their launch of the customized
LTIP Employee Portal which aligned perfectly with Coty’s company culture of building for the
future. GEO is honored to recognize Coty with a commendation for its achievement.

Best Use of Technology
Mobility Solution

Google, Inc. wishes to acknowledge the following companies for professional contributions made
to their award winning equity compensation plans: Morgan Stanley Smith Barney, PwC
Employee Facing and Back Office Solutions

Vodafone Group Services Ltd wishes to acknowledge the following company for professional
contributions made to their award winning equity compensation plans: Knit Communications

www.ifrs-2.com

The preferred provider of Software and Services for Share Plan Administration,
Reporting, Accounting and Disclosure world wide

Longest IFRS-2 experience in the world
Join us and take advantage of our experience and
competence from administering and reporting on all
types of Share-based Compensation Plans since 2003.

Clarity Reporting – Unique capabilities
We have continuously developed our software Norse
Options TM according to our “Top Down” approach
for more than 10 years. Today, we can offer unique
reporting capabilties with Clarity Reporting enabling you
to retrieve customized reports in real-time. Thus you
are able to get the full overview of your Share-based
Compensation Plans.
In total, our offering is the best and most comprehensive
software and services for share-based payment utilizing
our unique competence and experience from Corporate
Finance, Corporate Accounting and Plan Administration.

Visit www.ifrs-2.com for more information
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Plan Design
The recipient of the 2012 Most Innovative Plan Design Award is

BSkyB Inc.

The plan submitted for consideration was the British Sky Broadcasting (BSkyB) Long Term Incentive
Plan which was introduced with the primary aim of collectively focusing and incentivizing the senior
leadership team at BSkyB. The plan design was aimed at minimizing the strategic incentive to a better
degree than traditional plans. To achieve the business strategy in the long term, BSkyB made a then
radical move away from a Total Shareholder Return (TSR) focus to one primarily focused on business
operating measures. The quantity awarded to an individual is based on their job and its level. It is
also based on a talent assessment of the individual and their role in the next strategy cycle. Their plan
is amongst the most innovative and creative plans as it was one of the first plans in the UK to move
from weighting the majority of the performance criteria on TSR to operating measures that reflect the
underlying performance of the business relative to its strategy. Their bi-annual vesting design is unique
in the FTSE100 and the break away from annual vesting has reinforced the long term nature of the
LTIPs and the achievement of their 3 year strategies. Doing this has worked well as both an incentive
and as a retention tool. This design element allowed BSkyB to effectively link talent strategy with a key
reward program.
Their unique and innovative plan design continues to meet its aim of keeping the senior leadership
collectively focused on delivering the corporate strategy and creates value at all levels of the company.
Congratulations BSkyB!

Innovative & Creative Plan Design

BSkyB Inc. wishes to acknowledge the following companies for professional contributions made to
their award winning equity compensation plans: Equiniti, Hewitt New Bridge Street

.

focus • clarity • vision
Equiniti would like to congratulate all the winners and short-listed companies at the 2012 GEO Awards.
We put great emphasis on developing our service and delivering a quality experience to clients. This, coupled with our
innovative solutions offering, has helped to create award winning schemes for a number of our FTSE 100 clients.

Contact us today to find out more about how our innovative
approach can benefit your stock plans.
john.daughtrey@equiniti.com

+44 (0)792 110 5629

Communicat
ion

Best Plan

Communication is key to the successful operation of any employee stock plan and operating plans
internationally presents special geographic, linguistic, and cultural challenges. Judges look for the most
effective and appropriate communication methods and materials used in a plan. In addition, Judges
consider a company’s size and the number of employees to whom the company must communicate
the plan. Awards are not based on the amount of money spent on a communications program but
rather on their content, message, coherency, and style.

The recipient of the 2012 Best Plan Communication Award is

Vodafone Group Services Ltd.
Vodafone Group Plc has 80,878 employees globally, in 23 countries and 56 operating companies. The
Vodafone Way is about a consistent way of working, with speed, simplicity and trust. They benchmark
their share plan communications and processes against the Vodafone Way characteristics and strive
to provide simple solutions and remove unnecessary complexity for their employees. The message to
employees is similar – they want employees to be able to learn about and consider their share plan
participation and then join wherever, whenever and however it suits them.
The Judges felt Vodafone’s multi-media, straight-forward approach to creating share plan and reward
communications ensured the focus was always on what the employees wanted to know – rather than
what Vodafone thought it should tell them. Their communications were collaborative, comprehensive
and supported by effective technology that empowered employees to make the right decision for
their personal circumstances. The Judges enthusiastically award the best communications of a plan to
Vodafone.

Commendation: Discovery Communications
The Judges would like to extend a commendation to Discovery Communications for the Discovery
Employee Stock Purchase Plan (DESPP). They felt the mechanics and design of Discovery’s plan were
simply explained and would also like to recognize their internal cross departmental team collaborative
approach.

B ES T P L A N C O M M U N I C A T I O N

Vodafone Group Services Ltd. wishes to acknowledge the following company for professional
contributions made to their award winning equity compensation plans: Knit Communications

MORE THAN A PARTNERSHIP:

A GENUINE TEAM
SECURITIES SERVICES
In a complex and constantly-changing financial environment,
we are committed to accompanying our clients’ growth with
securities services that meet their needs. Side by side, day
b y d a y, w e b u i l d m o r e t h a n a p a r t n e r s h i p : a g e n u i n e t e a m .
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Societe Generale Securities Services is a marketing name for the securities services businesses of Societe Generale and its affiliates worldwide. Societe Generale is regulated and
authorised by the French Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel and Autorité des Marchés Financiers.This material has been prepared solely for information purposes and does not constitute
an offer to enter into a contract. Not all products and services offered by Societe Generale are available in all jurisdictions. Please contact your local office for any further information.
2012 Societe Generale Group and its affiliates. © GettyImages - FRED & FARID

Financial Education
Best In

There is an increasing awareness among companies that their responsibility to employees extends
beyond the implementation of a share plan. Providing adequate financial education to employees is
increasingly seen as one of the key features of successful global stock plans. The GEO Award for Best
in Financial Education is granted to companies who have implemented a financial education program
which best meets the challenge of providing independent and objective advice to employees.

The recipient of the 2012 Best In Financial Education Award is

Abbott Laboratories
Abbott Laboratories grants equity compensation to over thirteen thousand employees in over
seventy countries through their Long-Term Incentive (LTI) Program. Abbott's Total Compensation
Philosophy is designed to attract, retain, motivate and reward employees and to drive the future
financial success of the company. Abbott's plan is complex and as a result of mergers and acquisitions,
continues to add new dimensions and participants. Abbott and UBS Financial Services Inc. (UBS)
have created four unique educational presentations and scheduled over twenty virtual and in-person
road shows that will deliver the education to a broad base of Abbott participants around the globe.
This program includes targeted invitations, required RSVP, and an electronic feedback loop for
participants. To measure the success of the educational program, Abbott participants are surveyed
before and after the sessions to gauge their levels of understanding and how much they value the LTI
program. In 2011, the target for understanding and valuing the program was 85%. The results of the
surveys were a 63.5% level of understanding before the session and then a 99.3% after attending the
session. For 2012, Abbott has added a 90% participation target.
Abbott Laboratories set clear goals with measurable results, values education as part of its strategy and
continues to expand its LTI educational offerings and scope.

B e s t in F inancial E d u cation

Abbott Laboratories wishes to acknowledge the following companies for professional contributions
made to their award winning equity compensation plans: UBS Financial Services,
Baker & McKenzie

CorporateAction

Most Effective Use of
Employee Share Plans in a

Equity compensation programs are increasingly viewed as a strategic tool in preparing for and
executing mergers, acquisitions, reorganization or divestitures. This award recognizes excellence
in the use of employee share plans in support of specific objectives furthering a corporate action.
Measurements include fair or enhanced treatment for affected employees, effective communication of
implications to share plan participants, and demonstrated commitment to employee share plans after
the conclusion of the corporate action.

The recipient of the 2012 Most Effective
Use of Employee Share Plans in a Corporate Action is

bwin.party

Following the merger of bwin and PartyGaming that was completed in March 2011, bwin.party
became the world’s largest listed online gaming business. Following the close of the merger, the
company has been very successful at retaining and recruiting key staff; largely due to the commitment
they have shown in being consistent to core company values, as well as being able to align equity
compensation incentives with long term strategies and the entrepreneurial spirit of company
employees. As recently stated by the company co-CEOs, Jim Ryan and Norbert Teufelberger,
“Creating the right mix of all of these elements relies upon industry experience and ‘know how’ –
something that is embodied within our people. Our three-year rolling plan has been designed to
meet our strategic goals whilst managing our principal risks associated with technology advancement,
regulatory changes, taxation and the integration of bwin and PartyGaming."
The 2012 Judges’ panel was most impressed by the company’s novel concept of hurdle rate, ability to
retain top talent in challenging locations and clear alignment with shareholders and corporate culture.

Most Effective Use of employee share
plans in a corporate action

bwin.party digital entertainment plc wishes to acknowledge the following companies for
professional contributions made to their award winning equity compensation plans:
Global Shares, PwC

We stand out
First class employee benefit solutions
As one of the world’s leading providers of corporate trustee and administration services for employee benefit
plans, we are distinguished by a long heritage of industry expertise, integrity and unwavering dedication to
our clients. Combining the strength and stability of RBC® with extensive experience in our industry, we are
ideally placed to help your organization with its employee benefit plans. You can be confident in the quality
of services and solutions we deliver.

We stand out

First class employee benefit solutions
To find out how our approach can help you and your employees, please contact us:
+44 (0) 8000 566 550 cees@rbc.com
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one of the world’s leading providers of corporate trustee and administration services for employee benefit
www.rbccees.com
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jo h n bag d ona s , C E P

V ic e P r e s i d e nt , B u s in e s s D e v e lopm e nt
G lobal S h a r e s

John Bagdonas joined the Board in 2004 and has been an instrumental leader in GEO’s growth
and development from the very beginning. Over the last eight years, John has served on various
committees, most recently heading the Board of Director elections process. John is stepping down
from the Board this year and GEO would like to thank him for his many contributions and
tremendous support. His dedication and insightfulness will truly be missed.
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St
ar Awards
The GEO 2012

Each year, GEO’s Board of Directors and staff present awards to recognize and thank our outstanding
volunteers around the world. Since its foundation in 1999, GEO has relied on the voluntary efforts
of hundreds of people to extend the brand and capabilities of our organization. Without the insight,
passion and energy of this dedicated corps of volunteers, GEO would not be the organization it is today.
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A great amount of planning has been put into the recent launch
of GEO’s Milan, Italy Chapter. Their local team was dedicated to
Outstanding
2012
2012 Chapter
Leadership
Team a chapter eventGEO
coordinating
the many details that
goes into
andSTAR
of the Year
BOSTON
they NORTHERN
recently hosted their first meeting.
With this strong BERNICE
leadershipTOY
CHAPTER
now CALIFORNIA
in place, the Milan, Italy Chapter is poised to become a leading
resource for employee share plan professionals in the Italian region.
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With the 2012 Annual International Conference in their backyard, the
GEO Washington, D.C. Chapter actively started in late 2011. Their
Outstanding
Emerging Chapter
2012 Chapter
first meeting
attracted over 50 participants
for a interactive Leadership
discussion
Team
of the Year
of the Year
centered
around
"Dodd-Frank Executive
Compensation Rules:
BOSTON
MILAN,
ITALY
NORTHERN
Experience
and Prospects." TheCALIFORNIA
Washington, D.C. Chapter CHAPTER
is off to
CHAPTER
a remarkable start with a supportive local member base and strong
leadership team.
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Selecting specific individuals to receive GEO Stars is always difficult as, for every Star presented,
many others remain "behind the scenes," supporting the values and mission of GEO in relative
anonymity. So, while we consider all our volunteers to be stars, we wish to recognize the following
GEO Stars in 2012:
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Berni is a founding GEO Board Member and served on the Board during the
early years. Berni’s early contribution as a Board Member provided the necessary
foundation2012
to help shape GEO intoOutstanding
the global community it is today. Berni
GEO STAR
Contribution
to GEO Conferences and continues to
has attended
all of GEO’s Annual
International
DAVID
MICHELE
support
GEOGEAKE
as a frequent speaker
at ourHOLLY
domestic and international events.
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David Geake has been a volunteer at the GEO Annual International Conference
for the past seven years. Attendees have come to expect David’s familiar face
behind Outstanding
the conference registration desk and GEO is very grateful for his
Contribution
to GEO
extreme
professionalism
and reliability. David’s calming effect is always a
MICHELE
HOLLY
welcome
addition
to the hectic days of the conference and the GEO staff is very
appreciative for his support and hopes to have David as a volunteer for many
years to come!

MICHELE HOLlY
Michele was the very first employee that GEO hired in 1999 and continues
to serve as our Operations Director. Although Michele’s main responsibilities
include the management of members and finances, she wears many hats and is
always willing to take on additional projects and tasks. Over the past 6 months
in particular, she has exemplified an "above and beyond" attitude and GEO
graciously recognizes Michele for her dependability and strong work ethic.
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The GEO Boston Chapter was recognized last year as the Emerging Chapter of
the Year. Since then, the chapter has continued to thrive and develop into one
2012
2012
Outstanding
of GEO’sGEO
most
active chapters. TheGEO
success
of the Boston Chapter
is largely
STAR
STAR
Contribution to GEO
due to
the
continued
dedication
and
perseverance
of
their
local
leadership
BERNICE TOY
DAVID GEAKE
MICHELE HOLLYteam
and we look forward to watching this chapter continue to grow and evolve into
one of GEO’s largest and most active chapters.
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The Silicon Valley and San Francisco groups make up the Northern California
GEO Chapter. The Northern California Chapter is being recognized for
Outstanding
2012
2012
consistently
hosting
both locations, as well
as STAR
organizing
Leadership
Team quarterly meetings
GEO in
STAR
GEO
an Annual
Forum that is in its third
successful
hasGEAKE
also
BOSTON
BERNICE
TOYyear. The chapter
DAVID
implemented
an annual sponsorship program that is heavily supported and
CHAPTER
generates income to further enhance offerings for their local chapter and GEO.
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The GEO 2012 Star Awards
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Fidelity Stock Plan Services

GLOBAL CAPABILITIES.
CENTRALIZED SOLUTIONS.
Fidelity can help you drive operational efficiencies, minimize administrative
burdens, and deliver more services to your global participants. Here’s how:
Global reach
• Global administrative capabilities for plans in more than 160 countries
• Country-specific plan and transactional requirements to help mitigate risk

Innovative solutions
• Access to global data through integrated reporting and plan management
• Mobility tracking to help you track your mobile population
• Access to industry leaders through third-party global reference tools

International support
• Real-time access to plan information
• Language translation — including translated users guides
• Currency conversion capabilities

To learn more about Fidelity Stock
Plan Services, stop by our booth or
call 800.468.5521 today.

GEO and Fidelity Investments are not affiliated.
© 2012 FMR LLC. All rights reserved. Fidelity Stock Plan Services, LLC.
608558.1.1

We’re impressed!

We know the challenges you face.
Managing stock plans is no small feat.
From designing plans
to communicating with
participants, you live in a
world of complexity.
The rules are strict and
there’s no room for error.
So getting recognized for
excellence by GEO is big!
Winning speaks volumes
about how well you
do your job.
Congratulations on
your award-winning
performance!

Need a Stock Plan Management Solution?
The Choice is EASi.
www.easiadmin.com
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